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Leaderspeak

Haroon Ahmad, CEO

2020 has been a year of great turmoil and brought with it 
uncertainty and fear. The global pandemic and resulting 
quarantine have raised many questions and concerns. Our first 
priority in these times is the physical health and overall wellbeing 
of all our employees.

Through it all, we have been able to continue working hard. All 
of you have been persistent in your amazing work every day, 
which is why we have been able to continue on our path and to 
ensure that our team has no reason to worry. With Salesforce 
being a cloud-based technology, we were able to very swiftly 
pivot to everyone working remotely from home. There have 
been some slowdowns, but most of our projects are going as

planned and I am confident that even with all that is going on in the world, we will continue to grow 
and meet and exceed our targets.

With all that being said, this is still a time of change and unrest in the world.  Here in the US, On 
Memorial Day, in the city of Minneapolis, an unarmed black man, named George Floyd, was killed 
because of police brutality. He was killed primarily because of the color of his skin, and no other fault 
of his. The emerging outrage sparked a movement that promises a long overdue change in the way 
the black community is treated in the United States.

It is essential, in this era of change and progress, to be on the right side of history. Racial inequality, 
discrimination, and injustice against the black community is intolerable. The fear and frustration that 
we are feeling must be channeled into action so that we can support the African American 
community. This unfortunate incident is not isolated, and change can only happen if we work 
together. Take this time to find ways to support the movement, to show unity, and to give your voice 
to the people. We all deserve to be respected, to be able to live our lives, to trust that our families will 
be safe. 

Infoglen stands in solidarity with the Black Lives Matter Movement, and with everyone who is on the 
streets to fight for their rights.

Racism and inequality have been an uphill battle for centuries, and the struggle for justice is one that 
must be borne without rest.

Let none of us stand idle, or look the other way when any of us is subjected to injustice. That is one of 
the most fundamental values, based on which great societies are built. We also believe such values 
are the foundation of Infoglen. If there is justice around us for all (not just a few), there will be peace, 
happiness as well as economic growth. 

Salesforce News
Salesforce introduced a new platform called Work.com which is helping businesses and 
communities to safely reopen and get back to work in response to Covid-19 pandemic.
https://tinyurl.com/SFDCb2w

The Salesforce Approach for safely re-opening offices.
https://tinyurl.com/SFDC-reopen

Interesting Stories
Salesforce ranked No.1 in the 2018 Fortune 100 best places to work report.
https://sforce.co/2YvDSSv

Awesome companies now part of Salesforce.
https://bit.ly/3fg82Qj

Javascript Page Security Plugin

Example

Script

Nitin from the India team shares an insight about Javascript functions for CPQ.

Use Javascript functions to control field visibility and editability on your CPQ quotes.
The functions isFieldVisibleForObject and is FieldEditableForObject are available 
starting in Salesforce CPQ Summer '19 and can control field visibility and editability for 
both quote fields and quote line fields. When a method using one of these functions 
returns False, Salesforce CPQ locks or hides the chosen fields. The fields are 
unchanged if the method returns Null or True.

One function can also evaluate and act on quote and quote line fields at the same time, including 
twin fields. In this example, if a quote's Customer Discount is greater than 10%, we lock the quote's 
Markup Rate field from edits. If the quote line's Distributor Discount is greater than 10%, we hide the 
quote line's Markup Rate field.
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